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Gus-Sot; what's the output of: cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep'model name' 1.8 GHz
i5, 6 core with hyperthreading 2.5 GHz i7, 8 core with hyperthreading ok,

that's intel, with a hw mapper that supports cpufreq and is smp capable. then
you should be able to use the power profile from the bios, in some cases this

can also be done from within the running operating system. tomreyn: yes,
the cooling fan does change frequencies to lower. when I put my hand over
it it does go down to 1.5 GHz. but, is not that really good at it? the fans on
my laptop go up to almost 85Â°C, so I'm very worried. Gus-Sot: you can
also adjust / control / fine-tune the cpu frequency by using the cpu_policy

kernel parameter, but this is only available if you booted from the live
ubuntu installer. !info linux-image-generic xenial linux-image-generic

(source: linux-meta): Generic Linux kernel image. In component main, is
optional. Version 4.4.0.105.108 (xenial), package size 2 kB, installed size 13

kB Gus-Sot: it's still not ideal, but if your issue is really CPU overheating
then this may help. so I would be able to adjust that from linux only? Gus-
Sot: probably, yes. i'm not entirely sure. I will try in the next few minutes, I

will come back on line. tomreyn: all the bios settings are all set, the
temperature is really high and it happens also when I use other applications.
Gus-Sot: can you please run this: sudo lshw -C cpu | nc termbin.com 9999

tomreyn:
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Save 50% with 5 electronic music sound pools in one
collection! Dark electro sounds more than on. We already
wrote about the world's first collection of electronic tracks
(however, still without the names of the authors of the
tracks), released on vinyl. Today we present to your
attention another compilation called Dark-Economy, which
is also available on vinyl. However, it is also available on
CD, but it will not be possible to purchase it on CD. The
collection Dark-Economy contains five tracks with
experimental electronic music. And all of them are
somehow connected with the entertainment industry.
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